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"Go Low Carbon had 

enjoyed successive years of 

strong growth, leaving us in 

a position where we were 

ready to implement an 

ambitious growth strategy 

and launch exciting new 

services. But like many 

businesses, our income was 

severely affected during the 

first lockdown and those 

plans were reassessed."

Having access to finance 

from the British Business 

Bank programme gave us the 

ability to carry on growing as 

planned and we were able to 

support hundreds of 

additional businesses reduce 

their utility overheads and 

carbon footprint, saving a

combined £680,000 on 

energy costs and avoiding 

8.3 million kilograms of 

carbon emissions."
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Go Low Carbon supports businesses by saving time, money and carbon emissions
while ensuring they leave a net positive impact on the planet. Having tracked their

carbon footprint internally since they started in 2016, they have embraced behavioural
and technological changes to move closer towards being carbon neutral.

Examples include utilising solar panels for electricity, a biomass boiler for heating the
office, a 100% green electricity tariff and changing the way they work to reduce

companytravel and commuting byover 85%.

They say ‘’In the last 12 months our total business carbon footprint was just 4.6 tonnes,

approximatelyone-third of the average person in theUK!’’

‘’While we continually strive to lower our own carbon impact, we also support carbon
saving projects around the world to offset the emissions we are responsible for.
Projects have been chosen carefully to ensure they not only reduce carbon emissions

but also have a socio-economic benefit. These include donating solar-powered lights to
communities without mains electricity, reducing their reliance on polluting kerosene

lamps, and installing clean cookstoves in sub-Saharan Africa to make cooking not only
60% more environmentallyfriendlybut also dramaticallycleaner.’’

Go Low Carbon has been accredited carbon-neutral since its inception in 2016. Their
energy brokering department uniquely rank electricity tariffs based on not only price but

on their different carbon footprint, educating clients on the difference and empowering
them to make carbon-conscious decisions.

As a result, in the last 12 months alone 70% of their clients made the switch to carbon-
neutral energy and reduced their carbon emissions by 8.3 million kilograms, equivalent

to taking 4,500 cars off the road or planting 395,000trees!

They have also signed up as a Chamber Partner to help other businesses on their

journeyto go green.
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